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Abstract: The conductors of high-voltage electrical transmission networks emit strong noise in wet 

weather. It is caused by the formation of corona radiation on their surface. The high electrical field 

gradient at the surface deforms the water droplets formed on the conductors’ and the droplets amplify 

the corona radiation. The corona radiation not only indicates noise, but it is a loss too. The reduction of 

the corona radiation also reduces the loss of the transmission. Reducing the intensity of corona radiation 

can be achieved by improving the wettability of the surface to hinder the formation of large droplets. 

One way to do this is to blast the surface. However, in addition to the study of wettability, an important 

question is how the conductor behaves during operation. It is possible to examine in laboratory 

conditions with the application of high voltage and artificial rainfall. The experience gained from this 

type of experiment is presented in the article. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A classic field of application of aluminum alloys is the electrical industry [1], especially high-

voltage power conductors [2], in addition to the wide range of applications of aluminum alloys 

[3, 4]. Also in power lines, several types of aluminum alloys and composites are used in various 

constructions. The performance of core alloys and composites is continuously tested for each 

application [5, 6], and the development of new materials is also continuous [7, 8]. New 

materials and solutions are slowly being transferred to power line production and application. 

This is due to the conductors’ long service life and the electricity supply security issues [9]. 

The requirements of aluminum wire materials for power lines are low electrical resistance 

and high tensile strength [10]. The individual conductor constructions give intervals for these 

values, in which the material of the reinforcing or supporting wire or strand plays a major 

role. Classically, we are talking about a strand consisting of hard-drawn high-carbon steel 

wires. In the new developments, composite with a carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrix or 
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a ceramic-reinforced aluminum matrix composite are applied [11]. Studying the material, 

phase transformations, and performance of reinforcing and supporting strands and wires are 

also important issues [12, 13]. Composite durable wires have brought significant develop-

ment in this area [14]. So current developments are turning to aluminum wires. 

An important issue during application is the behavior of the surface of the wires. In 

particular, the electrical field gradient formed on the surface and the resulting corona 

radiation caused is one of the main issues during operation [15]. In this case, both the loss 

due to corona radiation and the noise effect caused by partial discharges [16]. Both problems 

are related to the wettability of the surface of aluminum wires [17], thus, it is necessary to 

test the wettability of the water. 

The surface of the cold-drawn aluminum wires is hydrophobic after the wire drawing 

operation, which must be turned into hydrophilic [18]. There are several possible solutions to 

this [19, 20]. There is considerable potential in the special properties of thin layers [21] or in 

the formation of an oxide layer developed for this purpose [22]. However, these solutions are 

experimental in the development of power lines. Currently blasting is used in production [23]. 

However, in addition to the positive results of experimental studies, specific operational 

issues also arise, such as: What is the noise level reduction that can be achieved with the 

blasted surface? How does the surface behave in rain, and how the noise level varies as a 

function of rain intensity? How long is the drying period of the surface after the end of the 

rain, and how does this affect the noise of the conductor? The main issue is not only the noise 

of the wire of course, but also the corona radiation itself, but it is not a measurable parameter. 

In addition to measuring noise, measuring the radio frequency scattering gives a more 

complex picture. 

The analysis of high voltage test results of the surface-treated conductor manufactured by 

FUX is presented in the article. Answers are formulated to the operational questions 

introduced above by evaluating the results. The design of the conductor itself, the voltage 

level, and environmental factors significantly impact corona radiation. So, a general answer 

cannot be given, but the measurement experience based on theoretical considerations 

describing the degree of corona radiation [24] provides applicable information. 

 

1. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1.1. Tested conductors 

The tested conductors were constructed of ACSR 339-AL1/30-ST1A structure according to 

EN 50182:2001. The main properties of this conductor are summarized in Table 1. The 

examination only covered the high-voltage test, no other parameters were determined during 

the high-voltage tests. The measured values were determined by FUX QC Laboratory. 

 

1.2. Test methods 

The test was carried out in the High-Voltage laboratory of the University of Graz led by 

Oliver Pischler and Tennet TSO Gmbh. In addition to the high voltage, the Laboratory could 

provide continuous artificial rain during the test. The conductors were tested in bundles of 

four which is one of the normal set-ups in high-voltage transmission. The length of the sample 

conductor section was 10 meters. The conductors were prepared in advance, straightened 

with specific end fixing, and transported to the test in crates instead of coiling on a drum. The 

surface of the conductor samples was protected with the packaging after production so that 

they are not damaged during transportation. 
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Table 1 

The construction and properties of the tested conductors 
Type ACSR 339-AL1/30-ST1A 

Property Nominal value (EN 50182) Measured value 

diameter 25 mm 25 mm 

Number of Aluminium wires  + 10 + 16 + 22 AL1 

Aluminium wire diameter 3.0 mm 2.99–3.01 mm 

Number of steel wires  1 + 6 ST1A 

Steel wire diameter 2.33 mm 2.33–2.34 mm 

   

Strand direction and strand length 

1st layer (+6 Steel) left, 112–182 mm 125 mm 

2nd layer (+10 Aluminium) Right, 130–208 mm 189 mm 

3rd layer (+16 Aluminium) Left, 190–304 mm 246 mm 

4th layer (+22 Aluminium) Right, 250–350 mm 270 mm 

   

Flow meter weight 1183.4 kg/km 1180.6 kg/km 

Calculated tensile strength 91.7 kN 93.79 kN 

DC resistance 0.08520 Ω/km 0.08346 Ω/km 

Current capacity 769 A  

 

Assembly and tests were carried out at laboratory temperature without tempering. The test 

took a long time, so the temperature varied between 22 and 24 °C. The samples were 

assembled and fixed carefully so that the surface of the conductors was not damaged. After 

tensioning, the geometry of the bundling and the distance between the wires were checked 

and adjusted. The distance of the wires in the bundle was 400 m. 

After the installation, the conductors so the whole bundle were conditioned which means 

switching to 300 kV for 10 minutes. During this time, dust and small impurities on the 

conductors were washed off the surface. During further operation, a corona-detection camera 

was used to search for impurities acting as scattering centres. After the voltage was switched 

off, the surface was wiped off with dry cloths. When the corona camera no longer showed a 

stable scattering centre, the cleaning was stopped, and the measurements started. 

After conditioning, the conductors were loaded to specific voltage levels and the intensity 

of audible noise and radio frequency dispersion were measured. At each voltage level, after 

two minutes a steady state was reached before recording the noise level. The measurement 

started at 140 kV and ended at 270 kV. 

Two types of tests were carried out with the wet conductors. First, the drying time and 

the change in noise during drying were measured. For this, the conductors were moistened 

with a continuous water jet. After the water was shut off, the bundles were loaded to 220 kV. 

At the end of the load, microphones were used to record the audible noise, and the strength 

of the radio frequency dispersion was also measured. The test lasted for 15 minutes. 

The intensity of the rainfall was then adjusted by measuring the amount of water that fell on 

the area over a given period. After the rain had stabilized, the line was loaded to the same 

voltage levels as in the dry case. Also, the intensity of the audible noise and the radio 

frequency dispersion was measured in this case, too. After two minutes waiting time for at 

each voltage level, the steady stage was reached before recording the noise level. In this case, 

the measurement was also terminated at 270 kV. 

Figure 1 shows the measurement setup and the droplets on the surface-treated and 

untreated wires. It also shows the water droplets on the surface of the conductors after the 

water spray test (IEC/TS 62073:2003). 
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Figure 1 

Wires were assembled in the test set-up in four bundles: untreated (a), treated  

(b). Water spray test of untreated wire (c) and surface treated type (d). 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The noise level (LAeq) variation is given in relation to dB(A) (IEC 61672:2002). Figure 2 

compares the noise of dry conductors with the results measured with 6 mm/h of artificial 

rainfall. The noise of the conductor increases during sprinkler irrigation.  

 

 

Figure 2 

The change in the noise level of the dry conductors and  

the noise level of 6 mm/h during artificial rain 
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The plots show that the noise of the surface-treated conductor is the lowest even in the dry 

case, but a significant difference can be measured during rainfall. In all cases, noise increases 

as the voltage level increases, but the rate of increase is the lowest for surface-treated 

conductors. The noise of a conductor dismantled after 3 years of operation is also lower than 

that of a freshly manufactured wire without surface treatment, but much higher than that of 

a surface-treated wire. After three years of operation, the surface is not yet sufficiently 

contaminated to re-apply surface treatment. This is estimated in the literature to require 15-

20 years of operation. Of course, atmospheric pollution and corrosive effects can majorly 

impact this. 

The test was also carried out with 3.5 mm/h artificial rain. Figure 3 compares this result 

with the results obtained with 6 mm/h rain. In the case of less intense rain, the noise of the 

lines is also lower. Even with an intensity of 3.5 mm/h, the noise of the surface-treated wire 

is the smallest, and the one manufactured without the surface treatment is the noisiest. It is 

interesting to observe that in the case of the line that has been in operation for 3 years, the 

change in the intensity of the rain does not bring about a significant change in noise. 

When examining the drying of the wire, we examined the noise of the wetted wire at a 

constant voltage level (220 kV). The noise level was recorded every minute for 15 minutes 

(Figure 4). It can be seen that the noise of the surface-treated wire is the smallest in this 

measurement as well, but the noise generated by the wire that has been in operation for 3 

years decreases the most during drying. The noise generated by the cable produced without 

surface treatment is reduced to the smallest extent and remained at a high level during the 

entire test period. 

The radio frequency dispersion (RIV) was also measured in addition to the noise level 

(Figure 5). In the figure, the conductor produced without surface treatment and the one with 

surface treatment are compared. Both types of wires show similar values when dry. Due to 

the corona radiation during rain, just like the noise, this value also increases significantly. It 

can also be seen here that because of the surface treatment, just like the noise, the radio 

frequency scattering is also smaller. Of course, the environmental factors, in our case: the 

intensity of the rain also has an effect here. The more intense the rain, the more drops there 

are, so the standard deviation shows a higher value. 

 

 

Figure 3 

The noise level of the examined lines at 3.5 mm/h and 6 mm/h during artificial rain 
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Figure 4 

The change in noise during the drying of moistened wires 

In the description of corona radiation, one of the earliest theories is related to the onset of 

corona radiation, which makes it possible to calculate an onset voltage level. The frequently 

used Peak’s formula is an empirical calculation of the onset gradient: 

 

 𝐸𝑐 = 𝑚𝐸0𝛿 (1 +
𝐶1

√𝛿𝑟𝑐
) (1) 

 

Ec is the onset gradient in kV/cm, E0 is an empirical constant (29.8 kV/cm), c1 is another 

empirical constant (according to Peak is 0.301 cm–1/2), m is the conductor irregularity 

factor, which considers the surface condition of the conductor, δ is the relat ive air density 

according to (2). 

 𝛿 =
273+𝑡0

273+𝑡

𝑝

𝑝0
 (2) 

 

p is the ambient pressure, p0 is a reference pressure (1.013 bar), t is the temperature in °C, t0 

is the reference temperature (25 °C). 

 

 

Figure 5 

The change of the radio frequency dispersion as a function of increasing the voltage 
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Peak’s formula shows that the early theory of corona radiation contains the surface condition 

(m) as an important factor before the development of the surface treatments. This m 

parameter contains the relationship between the wettability of the conductor and water 

quality, namely the pollution level of the atmosphere during rain. So, m is a single parameter, 

but it has a complex interpretation. Additionally, the size of the conductor and the bundling 

configuration also have large effect on the corona radiation. A single measurement is not 

enough to determine the exact value of m, but it is good to assume, which helps to do some 

prediction in given operating conditions. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the high-voltage laboratory of the University of Graz, together with Tennet TSO Gmbh 

and FUX Co. examined the effect of the surface treatment of uninsulated overhead lines 

on the degree of the noise of corona radiation. The surface treatment method we used was 

blasting. ACSR 339-AL1/30-ST1A conductor with and without surface treatment was 

delivered to the test. Our partners dismantled a line with the same structure from a section 

that had been in operation for three years. During artificial rain, the noise effect was 

measured with dry lines, 3.5 mm/h and 6 mm/h. We compared the behavior of the wires 

with each other. 

The measurement results showed that surface treatment can significantly reduce the noise 

caused by corona radiation. Of course, this is affected by the intensity of the rain. In a rain of 

greater intensity, we measured a greater noise load. It was observed that in the case of the 

three-year-old line, the consequences of the operation reduced the noise effect, but the noise 

was closer to the line without surface treatment. This operating time was not sufficient for 

the reduction of corona radiation mentioned in the literature. 

Of course, the surface treatment does not only reduce the level of noise, but also the level 

of all the phenomena created by corona radiation, which was demonstrated through the 

measurement of radio frequency scattering. The series of measurements supported the 

experience so far, according to which the wire surface treated with grain spraying performs 

well in reducing the noise effect caused by corona radiation and other effects. 
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